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Abstract: The survival of right-wing extremist (RWE) groups is a relatively understudied topic 
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time. Updating previous knowledge on group survival, our study analyses the life trajectories 
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with a network-like structure and no clear commitment to any particular RWE ideology, while 
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far exceeds the average duration of Finnish extremist organisations, rendering them suitable 
objects of research for a study on group survival. The topic is explored through empirical 
observation of the two groups and combined with insights from previous studies and theories. 
The main body of data consists of material on SOO and the NRM that the authors have gathered 
during the past seven years. The study is carried out as a contextualised and thematic qualitative 
analysis based on a framework of external and internal factors on group survival that previous 
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the factors deemed as crucial to group survival while also demonstrating that individual factors 
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Introduction and Research Problem
Why is it that some right-wing extremist (RWE)1 groups are short-lived while others exist for 
several years or even decades? Italy´s CasaPound, for example, has survived for two decades 
while chapters of Soldiers of Odin (SOO) have disappeared in most countries within months of 
being founded.2 Besides its academic importance, the question of group survival also carries 
relevance to preventive and countering measures, as it is useful to know which organisations 
need to be followed more carefully. Understanding the factors that contribute to group survival 
may also help to tailor the content of such measures accordingly.  

Our study asks why some extra-parliamentary RWE groups survive for protracted periods 
of time. As a qualitative case study, we analyse here the life trajectories of the two Finnish 
RWE groups, the street patrol organisation SOO and the neo-Nazi group Nordic Resistance 
Movement (NRM). SOO was founded in Finland in 2015 but soon spread outside the country. It 
continues to exist to this day. The NRM meanwhile originated in Sweden, with a Finnish chapter 
founded in 2008 and definitively disbanded by court order in 2020.3 Both organisations can be 
characterised as long-lived in nature, since the average lifespan of Finnish extremist groups is 
two years at the most.4 

The topic of group survival is explored through empirical observation of SOO and the NRM and 
combined with insights from previous research and theories. The main body of data consists of 
empirical material on SOO and the NRM that the authors have gathered during the past seven 
years. Applying and updating a framework from earlier studies, we explore both contextual, 
external factors, as well as internal factors contributing to the survival of the two groups. 
Although we focus on organisational survival, at the end of the study we also briefly address the 
possible consequences of the changes in the RWE landscape that are manifested especially in 
the survival of movements despite organisational demise. By organisational survival we mean 
here the survival of an organisation as a group of activists conducting continuous collective 
action outside the virtual environment also.5

Previous Research
While SOO and the NRM have formed a topic of interest to earlier research, most works do not 
discuss group survival.6 There are exceptions, however Gardell, for example, argues that SOO 
Sweden was brought down by a host of factors including street-level opposition from political 
adversaries and other groups including a biker gang, internal strife, and a focus on online rather 
than offline activities by some local chapters of the group.7 Bjørgo and Gjelsvik meanwhile 
maintain that a unified approach by the Norwegian police to ban the wearing of SOO hoodies 
during street patrols was of key significance to the downfall of SOO Norway, although other 
factors such as infighting also contributed to the outcome.8

Archambault's and Veilleux-Lepage's research on SOO Canada, in turn, demonstrates how a 
tension existed within the group between concentrating on national or transnational issues, and 
how some of its elements – at least ostensibly –  sought to distance themselves from the overtly 
racist views and neo-Nazi affiliations of SOO Finland. Splits ensued, with SOO Canada itself 
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ultimately withdrawing from the SOO movement. Individual members also defected to other 
groups due to such issues as the aforementioned tension between a national or a transnational 
focus.9  

With respect to the NRM´s fortunes, Kotonen has investigated the impact of the banning of its 
Finnish chapter. Members of the group, he notes, established new organisations and carried on 
with their prior activities even after the ban.10 Ravndal´s research on the NRM and Generation 
Identity meanwhile touches upon the founding, demise and re-establishment of the NRM´s 
Norwegian and Danish chapters while also elucidating on the organisational split that produced 
Nordisk Styrka (Nordic Strength), a new group founded by several prominent members of the 
NRM in 2019. The first attempt to establish a Norwegian chapter in 2003, the author notes, 
was short-lived as committed members proved difficult to find, whereas the initial effort to 
found a Danish chapter in 2013 may have foundered due to the existence of a fairly similar 
organisation in the country. Although the NRM later established a more permanent presence 
in both countries, the 2019 split saw several members from Sweden and Norway leave the 
organisation due to disagreements over what kind of a strategy the NRM should pursue.11  

The dynamics of RWE groups are arguably different from those of left-wing movements 
and organisations with respect to relations with political parties, for example.12 Many social 
movement studies on left-wing groups nevertheless do provide valuable insights regarding 
general organisational demise. Della Porta´s research, for example, tracks the evolution and 
decline of Cold War era West German and Italian left-wing social movement organisations 
(SMO) including those that refused to demobilise after the protest cycle reached its end and 
rather became more centralised and radicalised.13 With respect to research on the longevity of 
SMOs in a wider sense, Soule and King, for example, suggest that the survival of Cold War era 
American SMOs belonging to the environmental, peace and women´s movements was influenced 
by the level of specialisation of their tactics and goals. Those SMOs with a greater degree of 
specialisation, that is, were less likely to survive although this tendency decreased if the wider 
social movement industry that they were a part of enjoyed a high degree of concentration.14  

Research Framework  
The starting point of our study is the observation that longevity is not characteristic to most 
terrorist or RWE groups although estimations of their exact lifespan vary. Some studies claim 
that group survival is less than a year in ninety percent of cases while others maintain that 
around fifty percent of organisations survive for longer than one year.15 A 2008 study on white 
supremacist groups in the United States (US) meanwhile estimates that less than five percent 
of the organisations researched passed the three-year mark.16 

Two previous studies on group survival are especially relevant to our analysis. Both studies 
– the first one by Freilich, Chermak, and Caspi, and the second by Suttmoeller, Chermak, and 
Freilich – focus on RWE groups in the US. The causes of group survival or demise are assessed by 
these studies through a qualitative case analysis of four different organisations17 and statistical 
data on more than 400 groups18. The studies have been further supplemented by the same 
researchers with analysis on the role of violence in group survival and an article only looking 
at short-lived groups.19 
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In their qualitative analysis on the life trajectories of four RWE groups, Freilich et al. present 
four key factors supporting organisational survival: “Three organizations experienced growth 
and longevity because they: 1) had able leadership that set forth a clear ideological message 
and goals; 2) undertook concrete actions to advance their ideology and goals as well as had the 
finances necessary for this; 3) took advantage of political opportunities; and 4) were internally 
cohesive.”20 Demise meanwhile appeared to be “a culmination of two broad factors that likely 
interact and encompass many circumstances: organizational instability and responses by 
government and nongovernment agencies.”21

Building upon and expanding the qualitative research by Freilich et al. and providing the general 
framework for our analysis, the quantitative study by Suttmoeller et al. identifies key elements 
of RWE group survival and divides them into internal and external ones. Identified external 
factors include economic ones, intergroup competition, ability to use technology, legal and 
government restraints, social change, and political vulnerability. Internal factors meanwhile 
comprise factional splitting, group size, group ideology, and the loss of group members.22 
Summarising the most relevant results of their study, Suttmoeller et al. argue that “not using 
the Internet seems to be the most important variable that influences whether a group lives or 
dies.”23 Another external factor of significance is political vulnerability especially in the sense 
of how open to political change the environment in which RWE groups operate is. The most 
relevant internal factors include factional splitting and group size. Those organisations that 
sustained splits were more likely to perish, Suttmoeller et al. note, whereas those that were 
larger in size held greater chances of survival.24  

While employing the framework by Suttmoeller et al. in our study, contextual differences 
between the US and Finland, as well as a lack of some types of data for the latter forced us 
to approach certain factors such as political vulnerability, social change, and competition in 
a slightly alternate fashion.25 Such analysis of group ideology as carried out by Suttmoeller 
et al. was also excluded from our study due to contextual and data-related matters.26 On the 
other hand, however, we also expanded the framework of analysis in different ways. Regarding 
internal factors, we included organisational age and discussed financial aspects, with the latter 
also investigated by Freilich et al., while similarly looking at instability beyond mere factional 
splitting.27 With respect to external factors, we included the general level of unemployment as 
an economic variable. We furthermore discussed the opportunities provided by Finnish politics 
in connection with vulnerability and included the reactions of extra-parliamentary political 
opponents alongside legal and government constraints, referring to this factor as repressions. 
Reactions by non-state actors were not explicitly present in previous studies, but the role of 
non-governmental agencies is mentioned by Freilich et al.28  

Data And Methods
The primary source data of this study comprises a wide selection of material, much of which has 
been collected during our previous research on SOO and the NRM in Finland.29 Written sources 
include police and court investigation protocols, government documents, statistics and register 
data, and material from the websites and social media pages of the two groups  – Facebook in 
particular. Apart from providing indications on the growth or decline of the groups, discussions 
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on these pages also allow for an internal view of their general organisational strategies and 
unity. Online discussions constitute important objects of research, although they cannot be 
taken at face value. Through data triangulation, or drawing from different sources, the validity 
and reliability of the findings may, however, be enhanced and the possible biases of individual 
datasets overcome.  

The primary source data also includes interviews. With respect to SOO and other vigilante 
organisations, these are semi-structured in nature and have been carried out among members 
between 2017 and 2018. Thematically, such interviews focus on the evolution of the groups. 
This source type has been further supplemented in 2022 by an interview with a former NRM 
member. Offline observations of street patrol activities in 2017 similarly form one type of 
primary source data included in the study.

The secondary sources of the study include earlier research literature, scientific reports, and 
other texts, government reports and other publications, Finnish criminal code, media items, 
material produced by antifascists, memoires by current or former RWE and far-right characters, 
and an expert interview conducted in 2022.

The primary source data is mostly from open sources such as the groups’ public Facebook 
pages. Police investigation protocols are also publicly available in Finland after the end of the 
investigation, although sensitive content regarding health issues, for example, is censured. Due 
to ethical reasons, we have kept direct quotes or links to online discussions to a minimum. The 
data has been collected and handled in accordance with the ethical guidelines of the authors´ 
respective universities.   

Our study is a contextualised and thematic qualitative analysis30 based on the revised 
and expanded framework of external and internal factors by Suttmoeller et al. Qualitative 
analysis produces richer and more detailed findings with particular regard to internal group 
dynamics, although it does not allow a similar operationalisation of factors as quantitative 
analysis. Previous studies have stressed the relevance of internal factors and group dynamics 
to organisational survival,31 and these arguably become more visible when looking at them 
from qualitative perspective. They can also be tested empirically by using qualitative data. The 
internalist approach,32 or looking at groups from the inside out, may better capture processes 
of adaptation as well, as it does not assume mechanistic reactions to external factors.33 

The starting point of our analysis was the evaluation of the applicability of the framework 
of internal and external factors by Suttmoeller et al. to the Finnish context. We adjusted and 
expanded the approach to certain factors on the basis of this assessment, as described above. 
We then identified the different internal and external factors in the data at hand, and studied 
them one by one. With respect to the case of SOO, other street patrol groups in Finland from 
late 2015 onwards were also investigated in greater detail. The field of vigilante organisations, 
as later described, was quite crowded and a deeper understanding of its dynamics required. 
The analysis was then updated accordingly and pursued further. In addition to presenting the 
findings of our empirical research below, we have also provided short overviews on the history 
and structure of both SOO and the NRM.     
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Soldiers of Odin
History And Structure
SOO is a vigilante street patrol organisation founded in Finland shortly after the outbreak of 
the so-called refugee crisis in the autumn of 2015.34 Its growth was very rapid. Founded around 
Facebook groups and building a supporter network via the platform, SOO soon established 
itself in almost every major Finnish city and at best also had international chapters in around 
thirty countries. While the pace of its expansion in Finland levelled during the spring of 2016 
and a decline in activity was witnessed shortly after, SOO nonetheless continued to carry out 
activities during later years as well.35    

As per its official rules, SOO aims “to maintain and to support the security culture at its territory, 
and to enhance voluntary maintenance of the secure environment by the citizens.”36 To realise 
these goals, it has organised street patrols as a key modus operandi. Alongside this, it has done 
charity work and organised demonstrations, among other things. Especially early on, members 
of SOO openly spoke about white nationalism as the ideological basis of their activities, and 
their main target were male Muslim refugees, whom they saw as a security threat. 

Founded by Mika Ranta, a self-declared national socialist,37 SOO has been constantly linked 
with RWE in Finland. The organisation has a hierarchical membership structure with prospect 
members and full members.38 Before being accepted as a member, the candidate is interviewed in 
order to avoid infiltrators.39 SOO has had one leader throughout its history, who also represents 
the group in the media. It also has a leadership group as well as a separate international 
leadership board. The international network of SOO has supported its activities considerably 
by providing the organisation with membership fees and helping it secure international media 
attention. 

SOO is reminiscent of a franchise organisation, as local chapters only need to accept certain 
general rules and submit membership fees, but can act relatively independent otherwise.40 The 
founding of local chapters and recruitment previously took place mostly via Facebook, although 
SOO has now been banned from the platform. In the following two sections, SOO is analysed 
from the perspective of group survival by exploring both external and internal factors, and by 
looking at how the organisation has responded and adapted to factors threatening its survival.

External Factors
Economic Factors 

The general level of unemployment does not appear to explain the rise or longevity of SOO. 
Unemployment increased slightly in 2015 but turned down again in 2016, with the overall 
trend also pointing downwards.41 Local socio-economic factors also do not appear to play a role 
in this respect even though members and leaders of SOO are typically blue-collar workers.42 
Suttmoeller et al. refer to a distinction between rural and urban groups, yet there is no clear 
pattern as to where SOO established its presence in Finland.43 
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Intergroup Competition 

SOO faced heavy competition from the beginning. At least fourteen different groups organised 
or planned to organise street patrols during late 2015. Some were arranged as side-projects by 
more established groups whereas others were very short-lived. Half had patrolling as their sole 
form of activism. Most groups quit patrolling by 2016, but some continued as organisations. 
Out of the single-issue groups none persisted beyond a year. Four groups emerged as splits 
from a larger organisation, i.e. SOO. Short-lived groups were often local initiatives only, although 
some had members across Finland.44 It appears that single-issue groups mostly did not have 
a solid ideological position and were a reaction to the refugee crisis, losing purpose when the 
situation wound down. The activists themselves, however, did not disappear altogether. Three 
groups later merged with SOO, with some of their activists abandoning street patrolling entirely 
and some becoming active within SOO. Intergroup competition thus eventually brought new 
members to SOO. 

Unlike most other street patrol organisations, SOO extended its activities into other fields also, 
organising, for example, charity events and building its own club houses.45 Besides garnering 
media attention, these activities arguably made joining SOO more attractive and the organisation 
less vulnerable when its founding purpose, anti-refugee activism, became less salient in 2016. 

Ability to use Technology 

Facebook was key to the success of SOO. Organising activities and founding new chapters 
was considerably assisted by local support groups. SOO had more than 50 000 supporters on 
its main Facebook page already in 2016, making it also a lively discussion forum. Facebook, 
however, removed both the main group as well as the pages of local chapters in 2019, causing 
the organisation to shift to other platforms such as Telegram and VKontakte. The downward 
trend of SOO was nevertheless already visible at that time, which makes it difficult to estimate 
how much the Facebook ban actually harmed its activities. Social media has been the main 
propaganda outlet for SOO, although it also has a website. Comparing SOO´s social media 
visibility to other street patrol groups, it has been much more successful in gaining supporters. 
As an example, 105th Guardians, the longest-standing street patrol organisation besides SOO, 
has only gathered around two thousand supporters on Facebook.

Repression

Media attention to street patrols, especially those of SOO, led to political debate over whether 
they should be banned. Proposals of bans were, however, never realised or extended into 
political motions. SOO´s activities were nevertheless monitored and sometimes also intervened 
in by the police, and law enforcement has, in general, provided negative comments on the 
usefulness of street patrols. There have, on the other hand, only been a handful of legal cases 
targeting individual SOO members that have resorted to violence. Overall, government and 
police repressions have not played any major role in the survival of the group.

SOO also faced external pressure from extra-parliamentary political opponents when, for 
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example, its club house in Tampere was vandalised. Police never caught the perpetrators, who 
left antifascist messages at the crime scene and published a report on the incident on an anarchist 
forum.46 According to leaked internal messages, the incident led SOO’s national vice-chairman 
to suggest that one should beat up all “lefties” and patrol anonymously.47 The frustrated vice-
chairman also referred to the police with the slogan ACAB (All Cops Are Bastards).48 Antifascist 
activists made other attempts as well to stop SOO´s patrols and other activities, often trying 
to disarm them by ridicule. These included Loldiers of Odin, an antifascist performance group 
dressed as clowns that sometimes harassed SOO patrols and gained much media and scholarly 
attention. The results of such performances, Laaksonen et al. nonetheless note, were mixed, as 
they mostly cemented the audience members’ positions and polarised online discussion.49 

Social Change

There was arguably much demand for SOO´s activism at the time of its founding, and even 
leading politicians expressed concern over the refugee situation. One of the most critical phases 
in SOO´s history, however, was spring 2016, when the influx of refugees actually wound down. 
For some members of SOO, Finnish police have remarked, this meant that the organisation’s 
raison d’être had disappeared.50 

SOO´s leadership reacted to the crisis in different ways, trying to counter the lack of 
organisational purpose and declining membership figures. SOO established new chapters in 
2016 and increased its visibility by organising events and marches.51 It also brought together 
members from several cities for larger, joint patrols as a show of strength. Alongside visibility, 
patrolling with members from neighbouring cities may have also increased group solidarity. 
Efforts to enhance internal cohesion constitute one possible reaction of a movement in decline 
and focus on mere organisational survival. To survive, it may “bind the individual fate to the 
fate of a group.”52 The visual messages on SOO´s Facebook pages increasingly focused on group 
solidarity and emphasised brotherhood especially after the spring of 2016. Only around 20 
percent of SOO´s Facebook posts between December 2015 and January 2017 concerned the 
organisation´s activities and spread.53 

Other measures included the broadening of ideological frames by introducing additional 
political elements such as criticism of Finnish EU-membership.54 The NRM had, especially in 
Sweden, claimed during the spring of 2016 that SOO lacked ideological cohesion.55 A certain 
reorientation was also visible in SOO’s withdrawal from collaboration with the “Zionist” Finnish 
Defence League (FDL), and in gradually becoming a NRM affiliate. Radicalisation and increased 
conflict-orientation were also observed by the police,56 and might be seen as additional 
consequences of the group’s troubles.57 

Political Vulnerabilities and Opportunities 

Media attention to the street patrols of SOO in particular, as earlier noted, also generated political 
debate over the topic in early 2016. The attitudes of the political establishment towards the 
phenomenon might be characterised as somewhat mixed. While key figures from the centre-
right National Coalition Party and the Social Democratic Party of Finland, for example, took a 
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negative view towards street patrols with a racist ideology, vigilantism found more support 
among the right-wing populist Finns Party.58      

Finns Party members mostly focused on legal issues and the fundamental rights of the citizen 
in their argumentation and maintained that the Finnish constitution guarantees the right 
of anyone to walk on the streets, thus excluding the possibility of prohibiting SOO.59 A more 
concrete form of support was participation in SOO´s activities - some local members of the 
party, indeed, acted as the leaders of local chapters. One local Finns Party representative saw 
the patrols as a low-threshold means of countering the alleged negative effect of immigration 
and bringing back agency to their members: “It brings back to you a sense that you can make 
an impact.”60

At the grassroots level, it might therefore be said that SOO gained much political support from 
the Finns Party. Those in support of patrols were often the party members most critical of 
governmental policies regarding refugees. The ruling government coalition of which the Finns 
were party to, critics argued, did little to halt the arrival of the refugees. This caused tensions 
within the party and opened opportunities for extra-parliamentary anti-refugee activism. The 
political situation changed in 2017, however, when Jussi Halla-aho, the leader of the Finns´ anti-
immigration faction, was elected as party head. Alongside a declining number of refugees, the 
leadership change reduced demand for extra-parliamentary activism, as such tendencies now 
held parliamentary representation.    

Internal Factors
Organisational Size and Age

Large group size was a factor in the success of SOO. Its network grew rapidly during the first 
months of 2016 and gained several hundred new members worldwide. This helped SOO to 
secure funds for its activities and produced organisational resources which may partly explain 
the movement´s longevity. Expansion did not, however, mean stability, as some members had 
to be expelled because of their views. Especially several skinheads and other possibly violence-
prone characters joined SOO early on, but left or were removed soon after.61 Later vetting 
processes appear to have been more careful, although such measures may have again been 
relaxed after organisational decline.62 

The age of an organisation may also be a factor, especially if there are no changes in leadership 
as in the case of SOO, since this teaches a movement how to react to different internal and 
external pressures. Sufficient longevity also reduces the pressure to market one´s brand. An 
additional factor, as suggested by Sabine Volk with respect to PEGIDA, may be so-called “sheer 
persistence.”63 SOO wanted to make a statement that, against all odds, and in ridicule of the 
police and scholars speculating otherwise, they would continue with their struggle – something 
perhaps seen as an achievement in itself. On the other hand, the appearance of SOO on the 
streets may nowadays come as a surprise and constitute a news item,64 suggesting it is less 
visible and more or less forgotten even if its brand is still recognised.
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Financing the Activities

Soon after its founding, SOO started to sell merchandise and also collected membership fees 
from local and foreign chapters. Compared to other similar groups in Finland, SOO was very 
prosperous. Membership fees in particular became a remarkable source of revenue during 
the movement´s expansion in 2016. Increased income was, surprisingly enough, also seen by 
some SOO members as harming the organisation, as it produced internal fights over the use of 
funds.65 On the other hand, revenue made it possible to travel abroad to arrange relations with 
foreign chapters, for example, as well as build clubhouses – therefore contributing to internal 
solidarity and cohesion.  

The club houses, which several chapters established as premises for hanging out and drinking, 
were indeed quite important to members, and being together may have been more important 
than actual patrolling.66 Patrolling itself, however, also included a social element, and even when 
totally uneventful, members seemingly enjoyed themselves, although outsiders may have seen 
them as intimidating.67 Patrolling became a ritual and was often done for the sole purpose of 
visibility and taking photos for social media.68

Instability and Ideological Incoherence

Internal conflicts, which were sometimes solved by fighting, have been a constant feature within 
SOO. The closure of SOO’s Vaasa chapter and club house, for example, did not unfold peacefully. 
The division of property and the fighting that ensued were later dealt with in court.69 Fights 
were also initiated because of matters related to personal relations.70 Schisms with foreign 
chapters have also often been related to the use of funds rather than the general or ideological 
direction of the network. Some foreign chapters claimed that the bullyish Finnish leaders used 
their funds to renovate the organisation’s headquarters. 

Ideologically, SOO has almost made a full circle during its existence. It gained media attention 
early on because some members told the press that they were white nationalists protecting 
white Finnish females from refugees. Nazi memorabilia at their Kemi clubhouse, which was 
visited by a foreign journalist, also did not help to dispel the image of a neo-Nazi group. After 
negative media attention, SOO tried to polish its image by removing members with too explicit 
extremist views, as well as those who had committed crimes while wearing a SOO jacket.71 
Ideologically, SOO focused on countering the alleged Islamisation of Finland, and claimed that 
Islam is a political ideology, not a religion.72 When the process of proscribing the NRM in Finland 
started in 2017, SOO affiliated strongly with the group despite its openly national socialist 
ideology, and also began to attract former or current NRM members, who openly patrolled 
with it. SOO as an organisation has not assumed as radical position as the NRM but is open to 
militant neo-Nazis also, contradicting its earlier attempts to show a more mainstream position. 
Instability and ideological incoherence have not, however, been a decisive matter to SOO, as it 
has survived several splits73 and periods of membership decline, and its ideology was not very 
coherent to begin with. The pull factors for joining SOO seem to be elsewhere. In its internal 
messaging as well as its public Facebook posts, SOO stresses the common cause and a sense of 
brotherhood in particular, and has actively built clubhouses in several cities. Logos and jackets 
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as well as the gatherings of members also strengthen internal solidarity. Common enemies may 
have also contributed to a closing of ranks.       

Loss of Members 

Tensions between local chapters and SOO’s leadership culminated in a bigger confrontation in 
2016 after which several chapters left the organisation. Based on online observations during 
the spring of that year, eight local chapters out of twenty-three disbanded or became inactive. 
These included some bigger cities, such as Turku, Kouvola, and Pori. Those who left were 
branded traitors, and SOO burned their vests on a video shared on social media.74 

The quarrels were not solely the result of a lost sense of purpose as several chapters continued 
to patrol albeit without wearing SOO’s insignia. Some also directly challenged the group´s 
leadership.75 According to Ranta, SOO’s membership decreased by perhaps as much as thirty 
percent in 2016.76 Considering that new chapters were also founded and new members accepted 
at the same time, it may be estimated that several hundreds of members left the group that year. 
Members coming and going seems to be a constant feature of SOO, however. One chapter leader 
has said, for example, that in 2017 they only had one original member remaining.77 In this 
sense, SOO appears as a relatively adaptative organisation. Also, despite having a hierarchical 
structure on paper, SOO seems quite flexible in comparison to some other groups and has given 
a lot of room for local initiative.78 

Some departees, it should be noted, later returned to SOO. One justification for returning was 
that patrolling without group insignia was ineffective as nobody noticed the participants.79 This 
suggests that group identity and visibility were of substantial significance. The aforementioned 
fights over relatively worthless movable property also indicate some level of emotional 
attachment to the organisation. 

The Nordic Resistance Movement and its Finnish Chapter
History and Structure
The NRM is a neo-Nazi organisation aiming to establish a pan-Nordic national socialist state via 
revolution. Its first chapter, the Swedish Resistance Movement (Svenska Motståndsrörelsen, SMR), 
was established in 1997, with chapters in other Nordic states founded later.80 The organisation´s 
leadership structure witnessed major alterations in 2015 with the establishment of a Nordic 
council comprising members from Sweden, Finland, and Norway. While the NRM retained its 
official head, the stated purpose of the council was, among other things, to strengthen Nordic 
cooperation and demonstrate that the NRM is one pan-Nordic entity.81 

The NRM’s Finnish chapter was founded in 2008 and definitively disbanded by order of court 
in 2020 (see below). It was headed by Esa Holappa until 2012, when Juuso Tahvanainen took 
over. Tahvanainen continued in this position until 2015, when he handed it over to Antti Niemi. 
The group also established its own leadership council in late 2015.82 

The Finnish chapter initially featured cells in Helsinki, Oulu, and Turku, but expanded over 
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the years and was estimated to include seven cells with around a hundred active members 
in 2018.83 The membership structure of the NRM comprised activists, regular members, and 
support members. Apart from carrying out activities in the public space, the organisation also 
established so-called “Homes” (Koti), or clubhouse-like centres of activism for members and 
supporters.84

External Factors
Economic Factors 

The level of unemployment in Finland would not appear to explain the establishment of the 
NRM´s Finnish chapter as it improved in 2008 when compared to the previous year.85 While 
unemployment began to increase in 2009, it is nevertheless unclear whether this fed into the 
popularity of the NRM. The Finnish Security and Intelligence Service (Suojelupoliisi), for one, 
characterised the average member of the NRM as a middle-class working male with family.86 
Local economic factors also appear of limited utility in explaining the presence or longevity of 
the NRM in different parts of Finland.87 Assessing the possible impact of an urban-rural divide is 
meanwhile complicated by the fact that although the NRM´s local cells were often named after 
the key cities in their region, some of their members lived beyond such urban areas, with the 
cells furthermore carrying out activism in less densely populated localities also.88 

Intergroup Competition 

The NRM’s early years saw little competition on the streets, and while new groups mobilised 
especially from 2015 onwards, the organisation remained largely unrivalled in terms of the 
range and frequency of its offline activities. Apart from spreading propaganda, members of 
the group engaged in such activities as athletics, combat and survivalism training, ideological 
education, cultural events, environmental conservation work, charity, demonstrations, and the 
commemoration of national socialist and other figures – among other things.89  

A lack of offline competition should not, however, be mistaken for a lack of competition in 
general. The NRM railed against the FDL, for example, which it characterised as a supporter of 
Zionism and other values allegedly alien to “true” nationalism.90 A more formidable competitor, 
perhaps, was the ethnonationalist organisation Suomen Sisu.91 While the groups engaged in 
intermittent cooperation, there were bouts of animosity as well. Whereas members of the 
NRM and Suomen Sisu cooperated in creating the “612” torchlight procession in Helsinki, for 
example, the latter group also distanced itself from the NRM on several occasions.92   

Intergroup competition had a mixed impact on the NRM. Its image of an organisation active 
offline has been described as a probable source of appeal among some prospective members.93 
The group´s reputation as an ideologically uncompromising, revolutionary national socialist 
organisation may have, however, directed some nationalists towards other organisations. 
Suomen Sisu, for example, secured a plethora of new members during the influx of refugees 
into Finland in 2015.94 

Just how decisive of a loss the NRM perceived the latter phenomenon is up to interpretation. 
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While the group sought to grow, it did not aim to evolve into a mass movement in the immediate 
future. The NRM´s near-term strategy, by its own admission, rather focused on recruiting 
ideologically reliable and committed members, and preparing the groundwork for revolution 
by spreading awareness of itself via propaganda.95  The very process of joining the NRM may 
have also turned away some recruits. Whereas applying for membership in Suomen Sisu, for 
example, was a matter of filling out a form and paying the membership fee, the NRM had more 
restrictive criteria and a possible probationary period for applicants, and occasionally also 
rejected some candidates as untrustworthy.96

Ability to Use Technology 

The NRM was adept at furthering its cause online. It published a steady stream of material 
through its website, operated an internet radio podcast, and employed several social media 
platforms such as Facebook, VKontakte, Youtube and Bitchute to push propaganda and connect 
with supporters. Some of these functions likely had a direct bearing on its longevity. The group 
characterised Discord, for example, as a social media application through which it had reached 
new recruits.97   

The group nevertheless also suffered setbacks online. Its accounts were removed from social 
media platforms such as Youtube during the later 2010s.98 The NRM was similarly hit by hacking 
events that revealed information on its membership applications, internal discussions, and the 
customers of its webstore.99 Finnish antifascists also published images and personal details of 
NRM activists online.100 

Repression 

The NRM was the first Finnish RWE group disbanded by order of court since the Cold War.101 
Legal action against it began to take shape after an incident of violence in September 2016. 
The NRM was distributing propaganda in Helsinki when a passer-by confronted them and was 
assaulted by an activist. The passer-by suffered trauma to the head and died a week later after 
exiting the hospital against medical advice.102 While the activist was cleared of the death and 
rather sentenced over aggravated assault with racist intent, Finland’s National Police Board 
announced that it would seek the disbanding of the NRM. The case passed through all courts 
of law during 2017–2020, with the Supreme Court of Finland placing a temporary ban on the 
NRM in 2019 and definitively disbanding the group the next year. The verdict was based upon 
the NRM’s contravening of the Finnish Associations Act by supporting acts of violence by its 
members and agitating against minorities, among other things.103  

The NRM responded to the case with propaganda and by organising demonstrations in support 
of itself.104 While it did not explicitly defy the ban, some members continued under the guise 
of a new organisation – Towards Freedom (Kohti Vapautta). The Helsinki District Court 
decreed in 2022 that Towards Freedom constituted an attempt to continue the NRM´s illegal 
activities.105 Former members nevertheless carried on with the NRM´s functions through other 
groups as well while also pursuing financial activities such as the selling of RWE literature and 
merchandise even after the ban.106
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The NRM also faced extra-parliamentary opposition throughout its existence. Its members 
occasionally clashed with antifascists, with offline resistance compounded by online measures 
– Finnish antifascists, as earlier noted, published information on the NRM´s activists online.107 
The impact of such attacks was mixed. With respect to the core members of the NRM, they 
failed to act as a deterrent. While the head of the group was, for example, injured in a fight 
with antifascists in October 2012, he took back to the streets less than a month later.108 Media 
coverage of violent clashes furthermore stimulated an inflow of membership applications to 
the group. It has nevertheless also been estimated that the threat of violence or being exposed 
online may have dissuaded some prospective members from joining.109  

Social Change 

Social change proved of assistance to the group after a setback it suffered in 2015. Members 
and supporters of the chapter alongside Swedish NRM activists marched through Jyväskylä on 
1 August and distributed leaflets to passers-by without incident, yet later assaulted a group of 
three including a local antifascist.110 Key members were arrested, with some only released nearly 
three weeks later. Certain charges against them, such as leading a violent riot, furthermore 
carried the potential for lengthy prison sentences.111 The setback momentarily reduced the 
group´s online activity. While the NRM had published material on its website throughout July 
2015, such activism was on hold until 10 August.112 The group did, however, communicate via 
Facebook even in the immediate wake of the incident, claiming that its website had crashed.113 
The Jyväskylä case also temporarily reduced the the NRM´s offline activity, as only one cell 
reported events for the week after it.114  

The influx of refugees into Finland from the autumn of 2015 onwards, however, opened fresh 
opportunities for RWE organisations.115 The NRM, indeed, soon adjusted its message to address 
the topic of refugees.116 It also used the demonstrations of other organisations to distribute 
information on its own ideology and activities.117 The NRM’s offline activities for August–
December 2015 ultimately stood at nearly the same level as for March–July of the same year, 
with activities related to the influx of refugees forming a significant part of the figure. The group 
also established a new cell in Lahti in December 2015, alluding to the development as a partial 
result of the refugee situation.118 

Political Vulnerabilities and Opportunities 

The Finnish political establishment generally took a negative view towards the NRM. Its acts 
of violence were condemned across party lines, with key politicians also calling for measures 
against the group. The Finnish prime minister, for example, questioned the NRM´s right to exist 
after the above incident in Jyväskylä.119    

Some data nonetheless attest to the sympathies of individual figures from the Finns Party in 
particular. Leaked membership applications, for example, reveal that a municipal politician of 
the party had considered joining it.120 Some members of the party also participated in offline 
events with NRM activists, occasionally causing a public uproar.121  
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The Finns Party also posed a challenge to the NRM, however, as it channelled into a more 
moderate, parliamentary context pressures that might have otherwise fed into the group´s own 
popularity. The NRM, indeed, repeatedly challenged the party’s commitment to nationalism 
in its propaganda. The election of Halla-aho as the head of the party did little to temper such 
criticism as he, too, was characterised by the group as a supporter of hostile values.122   

Internal Factors
Organisational Size and Age

While the NRM had some hundred active members by 2018, its size paled in comparison to 
that of Suomen Sisu and was also smaller than SOO´s.123 The NRM, however, compensated for 
this by utilising the potential of its activists in a manner unknown to other organisations. These 
members were obligated to carry out activism regularly, with the group establishing a score 
sheet system to monitor the execution of such tasks.124 This bound activists to the NRM more 
comprehensively than in the case of SOO, for example, whose internal communications from 
2016 reveal difficulties in mobilising members offline.125      
             
Suojelupoliisi considered the NRM´s longevity as exceptional among Finnish extremist groups.126 
As in the case of SOO, such longevity may have contributed to its ability to respond to various 
pressures. The group´s longevity might, however, also reflect its ability to evolve and adapt. 
While the NRM´s early years, as described below, were fraught with problems, it nonetheless 
evolved into an organisation with sustained and widespread activity.      
                  
Financing the Activities

The NRM was primarily supported by the personal wealth of its leadership early on. External 
revenue began to accumulate in 2010, however, after the group founded Northern Tradition 
(Pohjoinen Perinne), a registered association, to support its economic activities. The NRM 
established a webstore to sell RWE literature and other material while also utilising skinhead 
concerts as a venue for such sales.127 The group’s activists, members and support members 
were similarly required to pay a monthly fee to the organisation.128 While the NRM also enjoyed 
close ties to the head of the department store chain Kärkkäinen, it is difficult to ascertain the 
exact financial impact of this connection.129 Income from the above functions was channelled 
into the production of propaganda material and the renting of venues for events, among other 
things.130 

The legal process against the NRM revealed specific figures on its finances, as the balance sheet 
and income statement of Pohjoinen Perinne for 2014 and 2015 were included as evidence. The 
group appears to have held ample funds to support its activities, as the equity of the association 
stood at over ten thousand euros in 2014 and had further increased by the end of 2015.131 
Donations, as noted by Kotonen, were a major source of inexpensive income to the group 
especially in 2015 and likely influenced the decision of its members to establish a Bitcoin wallet 
to facilitate such inflow of capital even after the banning of the chapter.132  
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Instability and Ideological Incoherence 

While the Finnish chapter projected an outward image of cohesion, its internal relations were 
not free of friction. Esa Holappa, the group´s first leader, relates how one source of division 
concerned the NRM´s organisational format as a strictly hierarchical group or as a network-like 
entity with an emphasis on subcultural activities. There was also disagreement as to whether 
the NRM should follow an orthodox reading of national socialism or adhere to fascism of a 
more general sort. Some members of the group saw national socialism as somewhat foreign to 
Finland and fascism as an ideological current with stronger historical roots in the country.133 

These pressures did not, however, tear the group asunder. The schism between the supporters 
of national socialism and fascism, for example, eased when the head of the SMR ordered 
Holappa, who belonged to the former camp, to accommodate the views of the latter.134 Holappa 
furthermore notes that his successor, Juuso Tahvanainen, sought to enhance the internal 
cohesion of the group by placing greater emphasis on activism rather than on ideological 
questions.135  

Loss of Members

While several long-standing members of the NRM persisted until the end, others departed over 
time. A key member from Turku, for example, left the cell in the mid-2010s.136 The group also 
sustained deliberate damage by its former leader in 2016. Holappa, who had earlier left the 
chapter, publicly disavowed national socialism and published an autobiography that revealed 
much previously unknown knowledge on the NRM.137 Although the group tried to guard against 
suspicious characters by placing certain applicants on a probationary period, for example, 
such measures were of little utility against the departure of members or their actions post-
NRM.138 
    
The impact of the loss of members was somewhat mixed. The departure of the aforementioned 
member from Turku was compounded by a change in the leadership of the local cell and quite 
possibly played a role in the notable reduction of its activity from the mid-2010s onwards.139 The 
revelations by Holappa similarly damaged the NRM’s reputation and secrecy. Again, however, 
such adversities failed to bring down the group as a whole. Adversity, in fact, occasionally 
stimulated an inflow of new members to the group. While Suojelupoliisi estimated in early 2017 
that the NRM had around 70–80 active members, this figure, as noted above, had increased to 
around a hundred in 2018 – all the while that the court case against the NRM was ongoing.140 
Such inpouring of new members might be seen as indicative of the wider support that other 
elements of the Finnish RWE scene rendered unto the NRM during its legal ordeal.141

Conclusion and Further Research Needs
Our analysis on the longevity of SOO and the NRM partly supports and partly challenges earlier 
findings on the significance of different internal and external factors to RWE group survival. 
Some elements also impacted the fortunes of the two groups in complex and divergent ways. 
With respect to the intergroup competition faced by the NRM, its extreme ideological and 
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strategic profile alongside the range and frequency of its activities ensured that, in contrast 
to the NRM´s early fortunes in Denmark, there was no comparable organisation in Finland.142 
Ideological extremism may have, however, also set limits to its growth by turning away 
prospective members. The exponential growth of SOO meanwhile brought financial benefits 
to it, yet later led to trouble as unsuitable members had to be removed from the organisation. 
Rapid growth at the expense of the quality of members has been identified as a possible risk 
by earlier research also, since less-committed characters may later cause a decline in the 
organisation’s membership.143  

In contrast to the findings by Suttmoeller et al. on the impact of group size on longevity, the 
relatively small membership cadre of the NRM did not bring about its demise.144 The group 
compensated for this by utilising the potential of its activists to the maximum effect. Both the 
NRM and SOO furthermore survived in spite of internal instability and ideological incoherence. 
This finding challenges earlier evidence of such factors being conducive to organisational 
failure.145 When comparing SOO Finland to its Canadian counterpart, moreover, accusations 
of ideological extremism did not lead to local chapters of SOO Finland breaking away from the 
organisation, but rather to the ousting of individual members by the group´s leadership.146 

The significance of financial resources to group success as noted by Freilich et al. appears 
straightforward in the case of the NRM.147 A strong inflow of capital was also important to SOO, 
although finances proved to be a source of infighting as well. Social change, or the large-scale 
influx of refugees into Finland in the autumn of 2015, was furthermore of significance to both 
groups, although the waning of the phenomenon in 2016 also posed a threat to SOO.
The impact of repressions on the NRM is a matter of interpretation. While the Finnish chapter 
faced opposition from extra-parliamentary political opponents throughout the years, it was 
only the direct intervention of the state and the verdict by the Supreme Court of Finland that 
spelled its demise as a group. Even then, however, many members carried on with the NRM´s 
functions through new organisational formations. 

Unlike in Sweden, external repression did not have a marked impact on SOO Finland. While 
the group was challenged offline by the Loldiers of Odin and other political opponents, such 
resistance was more of an irritant than a deterrent. It should be noted, of course, that SOO 
Sweden also faced resistance from a biker gang – a more serious threat, perhaps, than the 
elements encountered by the Finns.148 Whether such police measures as employed in Norway149 
would have worked against SOO Finland is an interesting question – as our study demonstrates, 
some members that departed the group later returned to it as patrolling without SOO insignia 
was seen as ineffective.  

With respect to online repression, SOO was deplatformed by Facebook in 2019, when its 
activities were already in decline, and the direct impact of the measure is therefore hard to 
estimate. Our findings on the use of technology by SOO Finland in a more general sense stand in 
contrast to those concerning SOO Sweden.150 It does not appear, more precisely, that the use of 
technology by SOO Finland led its chapters into favouring online over offline activism – at least 
not to a degree that would have harmed the organisation. In the case of the NRM, the ability to 
use technology was of significance to attracting new members, yet it also suffered a series of 
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data breaches. The publication of its members´ personal details online may have also scared off 
some prospective applicants. 

It is worth noting that, in contrast to the findings by Suttmoeller et al., the ability of SOO and 
the NRM to use the internet did not decisively differ from that of their less fortunate peers.151 
The ability to use internet technology as such does not, in other words, appear to constitute a 
reliable indicator of organisational survival. Such a finding was, in fact, predicted by Suttmoeller 
et al., with the authors of that study calling for greater research into how the internet is used.152 
Our work covered the online activities of SOO and the NRM on both conventional websites as 
well as social media platforms, yet even here there is space for further inquiry. Social media 
continues to gain in importance and future research would benefit from a stronger focus on the 
ways in which different social media platforms and applications in specific are used and their 
connection to organisational longevity. It may well be that the ability to shift between platforms 
in order to neutralise the impact of bans and deplatforming is, for example, of greater relevance 
than the use of social media per se.  

Both SOO and the NRM offered a lot to their members, yet future research on organisational 
longevity should also look into what is demanded of activists. This point pertains to the NRM in 
particular, as it required continuous participation from activists. Joining the organisation was 
an investment that raised the threshold of leaving quite a bit.153 

The breadth of a group´s ideology and the prognostic frames that it offers should furthermore 
be considered when evaluating commitment. The NRM´s ideology and goals were broad enough 
to constitute a possible driver of its longevity – organisational studies, that is, suggest that 
groups with more extensive objectives may survive better than those with limited ones, as the 
latter often cease to exist when their mission is accomplished or it no longer constitutes an 
issue.154 The NRM’s vision was additionally a very long-term one, as it did not expect to achieve 
revolution in the near future. This may have influenced its members’ understanding of how 
long of a commitment they were making while also perhaps tempering the volume of serious 
violence within the context of the NRM’s activities, as any large-scale bloodshed would have 
been premature.155 

A final, more general factor, and one related to the banning of the NRM, is the shift in the RWE 
landscape156 towards more connective action, changing the meaning of what group survival 
actually means. Our study interpreted RWE group survival as continuous, collective action by 
the members of a clearly defined organisation outside the virtual environment also. Yet future 
research might need to differentiate between survival as a group and survival as a movement 
or a network. Non-survival of a group, that is, does not necessarily imply that its activists 
disengage from the movement, let alone deradicalise, as demonstrated by the NRM.157 A study 
on RWE in Canada by Perry and Scrivens also demonstrates that activity may remain relatively 
stable on the movement level even as movement organisations themselves continuously rise 
and fall, making them a “moving target” of sorts.158 The meaning of survival has also significance 
to policies that target or seek to ban RWE organisations. The banning of an organisation is 
not necessarily very effective if RWE structures and networks alongside the root causes that 
underlie the emergence of different groups remain the same.
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A focus on the factors analysed by our study carries certain limitations that partly pertain 
to the aforementioned duality between organisations and networks. Such limitations are 
not absolute, however, as the factors that explain organisational demise or survival do bear 
relevance on other levels too. Group solidarity building, for example, is relevant on the movement 
level as well, whereas the financing of activities is of similar importance irrespective of the 
organisational context through which it is pursued. That former members of the NRM carried 
on with established forms of fundraising such as the selling of books and other merchandise 
post-ban is a case in point. Another possible limitation is the applicability of the framework of 
our study to other contexts. We had to adjust and expand the framework by Suttmoeller et al. to 
suit the Finnish context, and possible future research trying to replicate our study in a different 
environment will likely face similar considerations as well. 
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